SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
but, inasmuch as the (Edipus Complex is (as Freud has put it)
the nuclear complex of the neuroses, it is just the emotions
that centre round the parents that usually constitute the most
fundamental and far-reaching, as well as in themselves the most
massive and weighty, of those that need readjustment as regards
their object. In this process of readjustment, the analyst him-
self — as is now well recognised — usually plays a highly im-
portant, though a transitory, r6le; the emotions loosened from
their fixations by the process of analysis being temporarily dis-
placed on to his person, (on their -way to more suitable and
permanent objects) both because he is the first available object,
and because his position of authority as the conductor of the
analysis naturally suits him for the part1
It is principally because a displacement of this sort can be Transference
much more easily produced in certain kinds of neurosis than ^ ^ <£ure
in others, that neuroses differ from one another markedly in
their amenability to treatment; what Freud has called the
Transference Neuroses2 (such as Hysteria or Obsessional
Neurosis), in which the patient^ though unable to adjust his
emotions to the level required for satisfactory adult life, has
nevertheless for the most part attained — and retained — the
stage of object-love, comparing very favourably in this respect
with the Narcissistic Neuroses (such as Paranoia), in which the
patient has regressed beyond the stage of object-love to the
relatively infantile level at which his emotional outlets are
sought only in, or in connection with, his own person.
All the displacements with which we  have been hitherto The displace-
concerned have at least this one important feature in common, merIeto^^ent"
that  the  feelings   and   tendencies  originally directed to  the   feelings, on
parents are transferred to definite individuals. There are, how-     other^than
ever,   certain  forms  of  displacement,   of  very considerable    individuals
sociological importance,  in which this is no longer the case,
the  parent  substitutes  being  found,   not  in  any individual
persons, but in groups, places, societies and institutions.
Thus in many cases the home,  as the place in which the
parents lived and in which the feelings of love, tenderness and       Home
admiration towards the -parents were first developed, acquires
 1	In technical psycho-analytic literature, the term "Transference" is,
as a rule, used to denote this particular kind of displacement only.
 2	"Vorlesungen zur Einfuhrung in die Psychoanalyse," 526 ff.
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